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Abstract

We tackle implicit discourse relation recognition. Both self-attention and interactive-attention
mechanisms have been applied for attention-aware representation learning, which improves the
current discourse analysis models. To take advantages of the two attention mechanisms simulta-
neously, we develop a propagative attention learning model using a cross-coupled two-channel
network. We experiment on Penn Discourse Treebank. The test results demonstrate that our
model yields substantial improvements over the baselines (BiLSTM and BERT).

1 Introduction

Implicit Discourse Relation Recognition (IDRR) is required to determine the relationship between ar-
guments, under the condition that there is lack of a connective signaling the relationship. An argument
generally stands for a narrative sentence or clause. For example, the arguments (i.e., Arg1 and Arg2) in
Figure 1 hold a causal relation, where the possible connective “because” is not given.

 

 
 

[Arg1: Psyllium’s not a good crop.]    [Arg2: You get a rain at the wrong time and the crop is ruined.] 

Self-attention 

Interactive attention 

Figure 1: An example of causally-related arguments.

Since the time when IDRR was boiled down to a problem of discourse relation classification (Pitler
et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2014), intense interest has been devoted to the study of argument representation
and neural relation classification (Zhang et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2016; Lan et al., 2017;
Bai and Zhao, 2018; Nguyen et al., 2019). Context-specific non-interactive attention mechanism (also
referred to self-attention mechanism) (Lin et al., 2017) and companion-dependent interactive attention
mechanism (Ma et al., 2017; Meng et al., 2016) have been used for enhancing the sentence-level embed-
ding process. Both are proven effective in argument encoding (Guo et al., 2018; Liu and Li, 2016) as
well as the perception of discourse relations. During encoding, the self-attention mechanism is able to
highlight the latent information of attention-worthy words conditioned on local context (Note: we refer
the attention-worthy words to the ones which play the dominant role in signaling discourse relations).
By contrast, the interactive attention mechanism introduces external evidence into the identification of
attention-worthy words, and similarly, highlighting their latent information.

So far, the two kinds of attention computations are performed separately. However, our survey shows
that, in some cases, the context-specific self-attentive information can be inherited by the interaction-
based attention computation. Let’s consider the words “rain at the wrong time” in Arg2 in Figure 1. On
the one hand, those words may catch the attention of the self-attention mechanism due to the occurrence
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Figure 2: The bottom-up two-channel architecture of implicit discourse relation classification with bidi-
rectional interactive attention propagation (GloVE embeddings are used in the input layer)

of the word “ruined” in context. On the other hand, they serve as reliable external evidence by which the
interactive attention mechanism can recognize the crucial role of the words “not a good” in Arg1. This
forms a multi-hop (2-hop) path along which a succession of self-to-interactive attention propagation may
come into being (see the arrowed lines in Figure 1).

In order to model the attention-level continuity, we propose an Interactively-Propagative Attention
Learning (IPAL) network. For a pair of arguments, IPAL deals with each of them independently, pro-
ducing the self-attentive representation conditioned on the local context. Further, IPAL propagates the
self-attentive information of one argument to the other. Using such information as the reliable external
evidence, the interactive attention is computed between the arguments. Our experimental results show
that IPAL outperforms both self and interactive attention mechanisms, and it has a competitive advantage
when being integrated with BERT and multi-head self-attention mechanism.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the architecture of IPAL-based implicit
discourse relation classification, along with technical details (attention modeling, argument representa-
tion, loss estimation and training). In section 3, we show the experimental results obtained on PDTB
v2.0. Besides, in this section, we compare IPAL with the state-of-the-art methods and verify its utility in
perceiving the dominant attention-worthy words (by integrity verification and dominance examination).
We overview the related work in section 4 and conclude the paper in section 5.

2 Approach (IPAL)

We show the overall framework of discourse relation classification model in Figure 2, where the pair-
wise argument analysis is performed. In the basic layer, BiLSTM is used to encode the arguments. In
each bottom-up channel, self-attention is computed over the encoded argument, so as to produce the
self-attentive representation. In the interactive layer, the resultant self-attentive representation in one
channel will be delivered to the other channel. Consequently, in each channel, the interactive attention
is computed using the delivered self-attentive representation as the external evidence. This allows the
self-attentive information to be propagated to the generator of interactively-attentive representations, in
a cross-channel manner. Eventually, the representations output by the two channels will be concatenated
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to produce the final representation. Over the final representation, relation classification is conducted,
where the dense and softmax layers constitute a multilayer perceptron.

2.1 BiLSTM Layer
The bidirectional recurrent neural network with LSTM (BiLSTM) (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997) is em-
ployed to encode the arguments. BiLSTM consists of forward and backward LSTM, which are used
to capture the preceding and following information respectively. By BiLSTM, each word in an argu-
ment will be transformed into a forward hidden state

−→
ht ∈ Rdh and a backward hidden state

←−
ht ∈ Rdh .

We concatenate
−→
ht and

←−
ht to form the synthetic hidden state ht = [

−→
ht ,
←−
ht ]. Accordingly, the inatten-

tive sentence-level embeddings of the arguments (i.e., inattentive representations) can be represented as
follows, where L is the maximum length of an argument:{

Arg1 : H1 ∈ RL×2dh = (h11, ..., h
1
L)

Arg2 : H2 ∈ RL×2dh = (h21, ..., h
2
L)

(1)

The entries of BiLSTM layer are constituted of pretrained GloVE word embeddings (Pennington et
al., 2014). In our experiments, we additionally evaluate the effect of fine-tuned BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) which is deployed as the substitution of the GloVE based BiLSTM.

2.2 Classic Self-Attention Mechanism
For an argument, we first compute the self-attention vector α ∈ RL merely using intrinsic information
in the argument itself. Lin et al. (2017)’s self-attention mechanism is used:

α = softmax(W̌αtanh(WαH>)) (2)

where Wα ∈ Rda×2dh and W̌α ∈ Rda are learnable parameters, while da is a hyperparameter need to be
tuned heuristically. On the basis, the self-attentive argument representation is computed as follows:

Hα = αH (3)

2.3 Interactive Attention Propagation
We model the interaction between the inattentive and self-attentive argument representations. This en-
ables the self-attentive information to be introduced into the computation of interactive attention. Sup-
pose H is the inattentive representation of an argument, while Hα is the self-attentive representation of
the other argument, thus the interactive attention is computed with equation 4 (where, H̄α is obtained by
mean pooling: H̄α =

∑L
i=1Hα/L, and Wβ ∈ R2dh×2dh and bβ ∈ RL are learnable parameters).{

β = softmax(tanh(HWβH̄>α + bβ))

Hβ = βH
(4)

2.4 Bidirectional Attention Propagation
We carry out the interactive attention propagation for the two considered arguments in a bidirectional
manner, from channel 1 to channel 2, and vice versa. Suppose that H1 and H2 stand for the inattentive
representations of the arguments Arg1 and Arg2, and their self-attentive representations areH1α andH2α

respectively (equation 3), thus the bidirectional interactive-attention vectors are computed as follows:{
β1 = softmax(tanh(H1W1βH̄

>
2α + b1β ))

β2 = softmax(tanh(H2W2βH̄
>
1α + b2β ))

(5)

Using the attention vectors β1 and β2, we compute the bidirectional interactive-attention representa-
tionsH1β andH2β in equation 6, whereH1β stands for the unidirectional interactive-attention represen-
tation of the argument Arg1, whileH2β is that of Arg2:{

H1β = β1H1

H2β = β2H2

(6)
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Type Training Development Test
Comparison (COM.) 1,855 189 145
Contingency (CON.) 3,235 281 273
Expansion (EXP.) 6,673 638 538
Temporiality (TEM.) 582 48 55
Total 12,345 1,156 1,011

Table 1: Statistics of positive samples in the training, development and test sets (Note: If an argument
pair serves as the positive sample of a certain relation type, it is the negative sample of other types).

2.5 Discourse Relation Classification

We concatenate H1β and H2β to form the final representation: H∗ = [H1β ,H2β ] ∈ R4dh . We feed H∗
into the multilayer perceptron to estimate the probability ŷr that the arguments hold a relation r: ŷr = softmax(WH∗ + b)

r = arg max
r∈R

ŷr
(7)

whereW ∈ Rn×4dh and b ∈ Rn are trainable parameters, andR stands for the predefined set of discourse
relation classes and n denotes the number of classes.

2.6 Training

We perform binary classification for each of the four types of PDTB relations (Comparison, Contingency,
Expansion and Temporality), determining whether a pair of arguments holds a specific type of relation.
Given a target relation type r, the set R comprises two (n=2) class labels— rM and rO— which respec-
tively signal a positive sample (argument pair) which holds the target relation and a negative sample
which doesn’t hold the relation.

During training, we minimize the binary classification loss L. The cost function is the cross-entropy
of yr and ŷr for both the class labels rM and rO, where yrM , yrO ∈ {0,1} denotes the ground truth:

L = −yrM log(ŷrM)− yrO log(ŷrO) (8)

3 Experimentation

3.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metric

We follow the common practice to use section 02-20 of PDTB v2.0 (Prasad et al., 2008) as the training
set, section 00-01 as the development set, and section 21-22 as the test set. Table 1 shows the statistics
of instances in the sets. We use F1-score as the evaluation metric for binary discourse relation classifi-
cation. Besides, in the discussion sections, P-value (Johnson, 1999) is taken as the evaluation metric for
statistical significance, and NDCG@k (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002) is employed for evaluating the
integrity of attention-worthy words.

3.2 Hyperparameter Settings

We set two groups of hyperparameters in total, which correspond to different word embedding learning
models (i.e., pretraining models): GloVE and BERT respectively.

When GloVE (Pennington et al., 2014) is used, we set the dimension of word embedding to 50 and the
maximum length of argument 80 (L=80). During training, we set the mini-batch size to 32 and specify
the dropout rate as 0.1 (Srivastava et al., 2014). Besides, each of LSTM units is of 50 dimensions (dh=50)
and the number of hidden states in the self-attention layer is set to 80 (da=80). We initialize the trainable
parameters by randomly sampling in [-0.1, 0.1]. The learning rate for parameter updating is set to 1e-3.

In a separate experiment, we modify our model by integrating the pretrained BERT instead of GloVE,
where BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) is fine-tuned. The dimension of each hidden state output by BERT is set
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conditioned on GloVE embeddings COM CON EXP TEM
Bi-LSTM (Baseline 1) 33.33 50.75 67.84 29.81
+Self-Attention 35.43 52.26 68.47 35.99
+Multihead-Attention 33.40 53.19 70.68 31.42
+Interactive-Attention 36.67 52.25 69.22 33.69
+IPAL 37.09 54.21 70.86 37.56
+IPAL+Multihead 31.85 52.37 71.46 27.00
conditioned on BERT embeddings COM CON EXP TEM
Fine-tuned BERT (Baseline 2) 41.14 55.67 73.39 35.34
+Self-Attention 45.45 57.58 74.94 34.51
+Multihead-Attention 45.00 57.95 75.08 37.16
+Interactive-Attention 45.85 59.35 74.90 36.02
+IPAL 46.88 57.98 75.27 36.31
+IPAL+Multihead 46.75 59.56 75.83 39.35

Table 2: Test results for discourse relation classification in the ablation study

Conditioned on GloVE BiLSTM BiLSTM+Self BiLSTM+Multihead BiLSTM+Interactive
BiLSTM+IPAL 0.013∗ 0.001∗ 0.067 0.035∗
BiLSTM+Multihead+IPAL 0.441 0.214 0.131 0.176
Conditioned on BERT BERT BERT+Self BERT+Multihead BERT+Interactive
BERT+IPAL 0.040∗ 0.037∗ 0.311 0.443
BERT+Multihead+IPAL 0.004∗ 0.043∗ 0.007∗ 0.072

Table 3: Resutls of statistical significance tests

to 768. We follow Devlin et al (2019) to reset the learning rate to 5e-5. The rest of the hyperparameters
remain unchanged. The source code to reproduce the experiments will be made publicly available.

3.3 Main Results
We use BiLSTM and fine-tuned BERT as the baselines, which are respectively connected with a one-
layer MLP for discourse relation classification. Though they are not integrated with any kind of attention
mechanism. We evaluate the effects of different attention mechanisms when they are coupled with the
baselines. The considered attention mechanisms include the classic self (Lin et al., 2017), multi-head
self (Vaswani et al., 2017) and interactive versions (Chen et al., 2016; Bai and Zhao, 2018; Nguyen et
al., 2019), as well as our bidirectional IPAL. Table 2 shows the test results. It can be observed that IPAL
produces significant improvements over the baselines, and it outperforms other attention mechanisms.

In particular, the attention mechanisms obtain better performance when cooperating with the fine-
tuned BERT. Compared to the classic self-attention mechanism, the multi-head self-attention mechanism
is more compatible with BERT when dealing with higher-dimensional embeddings. Considering this
fact, in a separate experiment, we take the multi-head version to form IPAL instead of the classic one. It
can be observed that the updated IPAL achieves better performance (see the bottom row in Table 2).

3.4 Discussion 1: Statistical Significance Testing
We follow Johnson (1999) to use the sampling-based P-values for examining the significance. Johnson
(1999) suggests that the ideal threshold of P-value is 0.05. It indicates that a system achieves significant
improvements over others only if P-values are less than 0.05, otherwise insignificant. More importantly,
it has been demonstrated that the smaller the P-value, the higher the significance (Dror et al., 2018). We
calculate P-values by comparing the experimental results of IPAL and the updated version (Multihead
self-attention+IPAL) with those of others. Similarly, we consider two scenarios in which the GloVE
based BiLSTM and BERT respectively cooperate with IPAL. We show the results of significance tests in
Table 3, where the P-values which are lower than the threshold are marked with the sign “∗”.
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Method COM CON EXP TEM
Zhang et al. (2015) 33.22 52.04 69.59 30.54
Chen et al. (2016) 40.17 54.76 - 31.32
Qin et al. (2016) 41.55 57.32 71.50 35.43
Liu et al. (2016) 37.91 55.88 69.97 37.17
Liu and Li (2016) 36.70 54.48 70.43 38.84
Qin et al. (2017) 40.87 54.56 72.38 36.20
Lan et al. (2017) 40.73 58.96 72.47 38.50
Dai and Huang (2018) 46.79 57.09 70.41 45.61
Lei et al. (2018) 43.24 57.82 72.88 29.10
Guo et al. (2018) 40.35 56.81 72.11 38.65
Bai and Zhao (2018) 47.85 54.47 70.60 36.97
Nguyen et al. (2019) 48.44 56.84 73.66 38.60
He et al (2020) 47.98 55.62 69.37 38.94
IPAL+Multihead (BERT) 46.75 59.56 75.83 39.35

Table 4: Comparisons with the state of the art

The P-values listed in Table 3 demonstrate that IPAL yields statistically significant improvements
over the baseline (BiLSTM), classic self-attention and interactive attention mechanisms when GloVE is
used. On the other hand, when BERT is used, IPAL yields significant improvements over the baseline
and classic self-attention mechanism. Besides, in this scenario, the updated IPAL produces significant
improvements over most competitors except the interactive attention mechanism. In addition, it can be
observed that, in the scenario where GloVE is used, IPAL achieves lower P-values than the updated
version, but, on the contrary, most P-values the updated IPAL obtained are lower when BERT is used.

Considering the findings in the significance tests and the fact that the input BERT embeddings are of
higher dimension than GloVE (768 versus 100 in our case), we recommend the following precautions to-
wards the practical application of IPAL: first, an isolated IPAL applies more to the representation learning
in the low-dimensional semantic space; second, if IPAL is intentionally used for the high-dimensional
representation learning, it needs to be coupled with multi-perceptive semantic space transformation mod-
els, such as the multi-head self-attention mechanism in transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017).

3.5 Discussion 2: Compared to the State of the Art
There are a variety of advanced techniques have been developed, in which sophisticated networks were
successfully constructed and reliable features were carefully exploited.

• For attention learning, Liu et al (2016) developed a multilayer attention mechanism. Chen et al
(2016) integrated both the linear and non-linear interactions. Guo et al (2018) incorporated sparse
learning into the interactive attention mechanism. Bai and Zhao (2018) used a feed forward network
to model interactive attention and captured the effects on multi-grain linguistic features. Nguyen et
al (2019) followed Bai and Zhao (2018)’s framework and conducted knowledge transferring.

• For model design, neural networks were mainly used, including the basic ones like CNN, RNN and
LSTM (Zhang et al., 2015; Qin et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2018), and the variants such as CRN and
CGNN (Chen et al., 2016; Qin et al., 2016), as well as adversarial (Qin et al., 2017) and multi-task
learning models (Lan et al., 2017; Bai and Zhao, 2018; Nguyen et al., 2019).

• For feature selection, the embeddings of character, subword, word, sentence and sentence-pair
levels (Bai and Zhao, 2018; Nguyen et al., 2019), paragraph-level relation continuity (Dai and
Huang, 2018) and topic continuity (Lei et al., 2018) have been successfully applied in this area.

Table 4 shows the performance of the previous methods and ours. Compared to the state-of-the-art
methods mentioned above, our IPAL is puny as it is isolated from the highly sophisticated learning archi-
tectures. More seriously, it has not yet utilized diverse features or other closely-related data resources. As
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a result, the basic IPAL equipped with GloVE fails to achieve a competitive performance. Nevertheless,
IPAL is “vest-pocket” and therefore can be easily assembled with other models to form a complicated
system. As shown in Table 4, the updated version of IPAL which is coupled with BERT and multi-head
self attention achieves the best performance for the contingent (CON) and expansive (EXP) relations.
For the Temporal (TEM) relation, it ranks second behind Dai and Huang (2018)’s method, a neural net-
work which models both paragraph-level argument dependency and discourse relation continuity. For the
comparative (COM) relation, it ranks third behind the methods of Bai and Zhao (2018) and Nguyen et al.
(2019), both of which conduct multi-task learning, and they either utilize the embeddings of multi-grain
linguistic units, or develop knowledge transferring via relation and connective embeddings.

3.6 Discussion 3: Integrity versus Dominance
We tend to verify whether a neural attention model is able to identify as many attention-worthy words as
possible in a pair of arguments. Therefore, in a separate experiment, we carry out the integrity verifica-
tion. In addition, it is believed that the attention-worthy words would play a dominant role in signaling
the argument relations, and thus they should catch more considerable attention than the ordinary words
(i.e., the attention-unworthy words). Hence, we further examine the dominant effects of attention-worthy
words. In this subsection, we first introduce the annotation of attention-worthy words; second, we present
the NDCG-based integrity verification; finally, we show the average divergence of dominance between
attention-worthy and ordinary words. The evidence provided by this case study will demonstrate that the
dominant effects of attention-worthy words are more important for discourse relation perception.

• Labeling of Attention-worthy Words
We conduct a case study on a set of 400 argument pairs. Two experienced masters who study on com-
putational linguistics annotated 100 argument pairs for each relation type (All the four primary relation
types mentioned in Table 1 are considered). The argument pairs are selected randomly. During the an-
notation process, if the annotators disagree with each other on a certain instance, they will be asked to
debate until a decision is made, otherwise the instance will be replaced by a newly-selected substitute.

The attention-worthy words in the arguments are labeled as 1 (yi=1), while the ordinary words are
labeled as 0 (yi=0). The following example shows the one-hot annotation results over two arguments.

 

[Arg1: It began to turn around.]    [Arg2: It ended with a gain of 88.12 points.] 

0       1          0  0     0                                   0       1        0                  0       0               0               0      0 

 

• NDCG-based Integrity Verification
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain of top-k ranking results (NDCG@k) (Järvelin and Kekäläinen,
2002) is a widely used metric for evaluating learning-to-rank methods in the field of information retrieval.
We regard the NDCG@k value as the gold standard and use it to evaluate the attention-based ranking
results for words, verifying whether the attention-worthy words have been ranked ahead of the ordinary
words. The higher the attention-worthy words are ranked (in terms of attention scores), the more of them
can be perceived by a neural encoder. We name the investigation of such a ranking order as the “integrity
verification” of the perceived attention-worthy words.

For an argument X which consists of L words, i.e., X = {x1, x2, ..., xL}, and the annotation results
Y = {y1, y2, ..., yL} on the words, we first use an attention mechanism to calculate the attention scores
α = {α1, α2, ..., αL} for all the words in X respectively. Relying on the attention scores, we rank the
words in X in descending order. On the basis, we calculate the NDCG score for top-k words as follows:

NDCG@k =
DCGk
IDCGk

DCG@k =

kPRE∑
i=1

yi
log(i+ 1)

IDCG@k =

kREL∑
i=1

yi
log(i+ 1)

(9)

where, kPRE refers to the top-k words in the ranking list LPRE, and kREL is that in the ranking list LREL.
LPRE is obtained conditioned on the attention scores α = {α1, α2, ..., αL}, while LREL is obtained in
terms of the annotation results Y = {y1, y2, ..., yL} (i.e., the real condition).
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Figure 3: NDCG scores at different k that are obtained by different attention models
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In equation 9, DCG@k stands for the discounted cumulative gain
of the top-k words in the predicted ranking list LPRE. By contrast,
IDCG@k is an ideal discounted cumulative gain of the top-k words
in the manually-crafted ranking list LREL. Therefore, NDCG is ac-
tually a measure of agreement between man-made and automatically-
generated ranking lists. In our case, the attention-worthy words have
been labeled as 1 and, ideally, they should be ranked ahead of the ordi-
nary words (labeled as 0). As a result, only if an attention mechanism
assigns higher attention scores to all the attention-worthy words rather
than the ordinary ones, it can achieve a higher NDCG score.

It can be found that when k is changed in a range from 1 to 10,
IPAL obtains slightly higher NDCG@k scores than the interactive at-
tention mechanism (except the cases when k equals to 1, 7 and 9).
However, IPAL performs considerably worse for NDCG@k than the
self-attention mechanism. The results demonstrate that, compared to
IPAL, the self-attention mechanism is more capable of capturing attention-worthy words, with a lower
missing rate. This raises the question about why IPAL outperforms the self-attention mechanism for
argument-level relation classification (see Table 2). In order to explain the contradictory results, we
went further to investigate the attention distribution and subsequently observed the noticeable effect of
dominant attention-worthy words (see next subsection).

• Dominance Examination by Average Divergence
We suppose that, if a word is assigned a higher attention weight, it plays a dominant role in signaling the
relation of a pair of arguments. Thus, the divergence of dominant effects of words can be equivalently
represented as the quantitative difference of attention weights assigned to them. In this case study, we
investigate the attention weights which are assigned by different attention mechanisms to the ground-
truth attention-worthy and ordinary words, and calculate the average divergences of dominant effects
between the two kinds of words.

Figure 4 shows the mean attention weights along with the average divergences. It can be observed
that the use of IPAL results in a greater divergence than the self-attention mechanism. In other words,
by assigning much higher attention weights to the truly attention-worthy words rather than the ordinary
ones, IPAL enables the attention-worthy words to exert more dominant effects on the perception and
classification of discourse relations. Considering that IPAL does perform better than the self-attention
mechanism for discourse relation classification, we suggest that improving dominant effects of some of
attention-worthy words may be more important than the identification of all the attention-worthy words.
In Figure 5, we give the examples in which words are highlighted with the predicted attention weights.

4 Related Work

In the earlier work, the traditional machine learning techniques (SVM and Bayes classifiers) were used
for discourse relation classification. Meanwhile, a great interest has been devoted to the empirical find-
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Ground-truth: [Arg1: market players overnight Tokyo began bidding up oil prices ]  [Arg2: rally spread European markets ] 

Self: [Arg1: market players overnight Tokyo began bidding up oil prices ]  [Arg2: rally spread European markets ] 

Interactive: [Arg1: market players overnight Tokyo began bidding up oil prices ]  [Arg2: rally spread European markets ] 

IPAL: [Arg1: market players overnight Tokyo began bidding up oil prices ]  [Arg2: rally spread European markets ] 

Ground-truth: [Arg1: Two steps necessary translate idea action ]  [Arg2: Step 1 cleans books ] 

Self: [Arg1: Two steps necessary translate idea action ]  [Arg2: Step 1 cleans books ] 

Interactive: [Arg1: Two steps necessary translate idea action ]  [Arg2: Step 1 cleans books ] 

IPAL: [Arg1: Two steps necessary translate idea action ]  [Arg2: Step 1 cleans books ] 

Ground-truth: [Arg1: Her mother translator ]  [Arg2: her father eternal vice director ] 

Self: [Arg1: Her mother translator ]  [Arg2: her father eternal vice director ] 

Interactive: [Arg1: Her mother translator ]  [Arg2: her father eternal vice director ] 

IPAL: [Arg1: Her mother translator ]  [Arg2: her father eternal vice director ] 

Ground-truth: [Arg1: B.A.T Industries surged afternoon dealings ]  [Arg2: B.A.T closed 783 27 ] 

Self: [Arg1: B.A.T Industries surged afternoon dealings ]  [Arg2: B.A.T closed 783 27 ] 

Interactive: [Arg1: B.A.T Industries surged afternoon dealings ]  [Arg2: B.A.T closed 783 27 ] 

IPAL: [Arg1: B.A.T Industries surged afternoon dealings ]  [Arg2: B.A.T closed 783 27 ] 

Figure 5: Examples of attention weight assignment (Ground-truth attention-worthy words are marked by
yellow background, while the predicted ones by blue. A darker color denotes a higher attention weight.)

ings, as well as the exploitation of effective features. One of the most important feature engineering
approaches uses interrelated word pairs as the reliable features (Marcu and Echihabi, 2002) since they
imply semantic relationships. Hereafter, part-of-speech (POS) (Pitler et al., 2009), syntactic structures
and dependencies (Lin et al., 2009) and semantic properties (Lei et al., 2018) were used as novel features.

Recently, neural networks have been widely studied for argument representation learning (Zhang et
al., 2015), which is admitted to be the crucial issue for discourse relation recognition. Due to the capacity
of generating low-dimensional continuous representations for arguments, RNNs with Bi-LSTM are used
during encoding. Chen et al (2016) couple Bi-LSTM with a gated relevance model. Liu and Li (2016)
use multi-layer attention computation over the output of Bi-LSTM. Meanwhile, Liu et al (2016) build a
multi-task learning framework with Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for argument encoding. By
contrast, Lan et al (2017) integrate Bi-LSTM into the multi-task framework and couple it with the atten-
tion mechanism. Guo et al (2018) utilize the interaction mechanism to weight the representations emitted
by Bi-LSTM, and perform a deeper encoding by tensor network. Dai and Huang (2018) use Bi-LSTM to
bring paragraph-level contextual information into argument representations. In addition, Qin et al (2016)
build a hybrid neural model which couples two gated CNNs to extract both word-level and semantic-level
convolutional features. Further, Qin et al (2017) integrate generative adversarial networks into multi-task
learning network. Hereafter, Bai and Zhao (2018) establish multi-task network using multi-layer gated
CNNs. The network is additionally coupled with residual networks and interactive attention mecha-
nisms. Nguyen et al (2019) enhance Bai and Zhao (2018)’s multi-layer CNNs-based multi-task learning
by minimizing the divergence between connective-level and relation-level embeddings.

5 Conclusion

The binary classification of implicit discourse relations still remains a great challenge. Although sophis-
ticated representation learning models are deliberately used, the best performance achieved for a specific
relation so far is less than 76% or even worse. We suggest that, in many cases, discourse relation recogni-
tion heavily relies on common-sense knowledge. In the future, we will attempt to acquire closely-related
knowledge for attentive words and model their knowledge graphs. On the basis, attention-aware graph
convolutional networks will be integrated into the existing IDRR architectures.
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